Abstract-This paper describes a computational study to determine the aerodynamic coefficients at subsonic and supersonic speeds using an unstructured flow solver. The paper presents results of investigation of a flow over 155 mm artillery projectile M107 and the performance of the ANSYS FLUENT computational code. The flow around projectile was solved as 3-D unsteady compressible flow.
I. INTRODUCTION
Flow field over a projectile presents turbulent boundary layers, whose separation is a usual phenomena and a large turbulent wake formed at the bottom of the object. In ballistic aerodynamics, prevention or control of the separation of the boundary layer is one of the most important aims, as well as an appropriate ogive design [1, 2] . In this work, the computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is applied to determine the aerodynamic coefficients by using ANSYS FLUENT14.5 which takes the meshed computational domain from a pre-processor program called ANSYS ICEM-CFD in which the computational domain is generated and meshed into cells. The implicit segregated structured grid solver was used in these investigations. Second order upwind discritization was used for the flow variables and turbulent viscosity equations; furthermore a comparison with available experimental data was performed. The aim of the present work is to determine the aerodynamic coefficients of a projectile as well as flow field investigation around the artillery projectile.
II. COMPUTATIONAL FLUID DYNAMICS
A. Model Geometry Fig. 1 shows the solid model and main dimensions of the test projectile. The full scale 155 mm artillery projectile was generated in INVENTOR software and modeled in CFD simulations, in order to determine static aerodynamic coefficients. All dimensions are in calibers and reference diameter is 154.7 mm [3] . 
B. Grid Generation
The grids for the geometry investigated were obtained from ANSYS ICEM-CFD software as the numerical grids had been previously constructed. Quadrilateral cells were used in domain. The projectile contained hexahedral cells. The total number of mesh equals 346352 cells. The computational domain was extended to be 7 times diameter far from projectile base, 3 times diameter around the projectile, and 1 time diameter far from projectile nose as shown in fig. 2 . The equation for y + is as follows:
where y is the distance from the wall to the cell center, is the molecular viscosity, is the density of the air, and is the wall shear stress. The drag coefficient can be better predicted if the y + value is kept in the range of 30-100 as shown in fig. 3 . 
D. Boundary Conditions
The far field boundary is set to pressure far field density-based. This boundary condition is a characteristic type that allows the solver to determine the conditions at the far field boundary and either implicitly sets the boundary condition to free stream conditions. Free stream pressure and temperature are set to 1atm and 300 K, respectively. Density is then calculated from the perfect gas assumption. Angles of attack are taken as (α=0°, 4°, 8°and 12°) and Mach numbers are taken as (M=0.6, 0.9, 1.2, 1.5, 2.0, and 2.5). Fig. 4 shows the symmetric distribution of pressure over the projectile body due to zero angle of attack; furthermore the shock wave transforms from bow shocks to oblique shocks and closer to surface with increasing of Mach number. Also, Mach number distribution is symmetric over projectile surface and . Table 1 shows the results of computation of aerodynamic coefficients as a function of Mach number. 
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Contours of Static Pressure and Mach Number Distribution
C. CFD Validation
In Exterior Ballistics, the specialty related to projectile flight studies, the drag coefficient curve takes a fundamental role for different applications, such as the generation of firing tables. These curves can be obtained also from tests inside wind tunnels or theoretical calculus. In the first case, the interferences between the projectile or its model and the tunnel walls affect the precision of results; in the second, the hypothesis adopted could move the results away from the real behavior. Because of the limitations of the methods mentioned before, a different way for the making up of these curves is the identification of the aerodynamic properties of an object from flight test over a real specimen. Fig. 6 shows the Comparison between the drag coefficient curves obtained by the CFD simulations for 0° angle of attack and the drag curves obtained from [3] . From Figure 9 , the drag coefficients show an excellent agreement with the experimental data. 
